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Preface

Following the establishment of the United Nations Geographic Information Working
Group (LINGIWG) and its first four plenary meetings in New York (March 2000), Rome
(March 2001), Washington, DC (June 2002) and Nairobi (October 2003), the Fifth
LINGIWG Plenary Meeting was held in Geneva, Switzerland, from 12to 14 October 2004
and was hosted by the World Health Organization (WHO). Fifty-five experts from the IIN
organizations, as well as some local experts and geo-spatial industry observers, participated
in this meeting. Topics covered included the progress of work of the Working Group as
well as the review, re-organization and process of IINGIWG, including the Task Groups.

This report summarizes the discussions and outcomes of the three-day meeting. All efforts
were made to summarize as closely as possible the discussions and arguments, as well as
the conclusions reached during the meeting.

The LINGIWG Secretariat wishes to express its gratitude to the staff of the WHO,
Communicable Diseases (CDS) and Evidence and Information for Policy (EIP) clusters for
their professional affangements, hospitality and the support extended to all the participants
during this very fiuitful meeting.

LINGIWG was initially endorsed by the Consultative Committee on Programme and
Operational Questions (CCPOQ) of the Administrative Committee on Coordination (ACC).

After the restructuring of the ACC into the United Nations Chief Executives Board for
Coordination (CEB), LINGIWG now operates as an ad-hoc interagency coordination group
under the framework of the Hish Level Committee on Prosrammes (HLCP) of the CEB.
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Executive summary

The Fifth Plenary Meeting of the United Nations Geographic Information Working Group
(IJIrIGIWG) took place at the WHO Headquarters in Geneva from 72 to 74 October 2004.

One of the purposes of the meeting was to review the progress of work of the different Task
Groups and define their plans of action for the coming year. Several of the Task Group(s)
achieved their tasks and discussion took place regarding the re-direction ofactivities for the
conLing years in order to produce new outputs relevant to UN priorities.

Several new recommendations emerged from the Fifth TINGIWG Plenary Meeting. These
included:

the use of the page-size global level template;
the pursuit of NGA (NIMA) for obtaining the Vmapl layer;
the use of the Imagery System Contract throughout IIN agencies for future purchases, using
the multi-agency license option;
populating the Very High Resolution (VHR) imagery service with records;
the use of the draft ISO template for the IIN spatial metadata version 1.0;
the endorsement of a core sub set of the norms listed in the I-INGIWG Map production
guidelines.

The participants also requested that the new Chair(s) take precise action in the year to come in
order to support the work of the different Task Groups. This includes:

in order to speed up the process-sending a letter to the CEB requesting their advice
regarding the representation of disputed areas;
having the institutions that need to respond to a particular request to look first at the SALB
web site to see if the information requested is available and also to provide feedback if
information or data is found that could complete Second Administrative Level Boundaries
(SALB);
having the LIN agencies interested in the SALB data (especially in the Geneva area) to
support with resources for the centre or contribute to a network of expertise to accelerate
the process;
considering the creation of a central imagery download service for the IIN community,
building on the existing metadata service hosted by UNOSAT (includes Landsat and other
medium resolution data);
improving knowledge and information sharing on the latest dataset updates;
pursuing the expansion of the Charter use for the UN community;
begin to look at the issues of copyright and intellectual property;
adopting a process for the recognition, publication and application of the recommendations
of the annual plenary meetings;
making the documents produced by IINGIWG more visible and accessible to the IIN community.

It is also important to underline the creation of a new Task Group which will be looking at the use
of the GPS devices within the UN system in order to propose recommendations to LINGIWG.

On the administrative level, the participants strengthened the structure of UNGIWG and
improved the definition of the task and responsibilities of its the different bodies: Secretariat,
Chair, Task Group Managers and Focal Points.
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Opening plenary session

Welcome, report from the Secretariat and the Chair

A. Welcome

The Fifth LTNGIWG Plenary was opened, as scheduled, on the morning of
12 October 2004. The World Health Organization (WHO) hosted the plenary at WHO
Headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The list of participants is attached as Annex I.
Representatives from CTBTO, DPI (Map Library), DPKO (Cartographic Section, the
LINMEE, LINMIL, ONUB ANd MONUC GIS UNitS), FAO, LINECA, TN.{ECE, LTNEP,
LINHCR, TINICEF, UNITAR-UNOSAT,IIN ITCY, UNMOVIC, LINODC, TINOOSA,
WFP, WHO, and regional office representatives of WHO, LINDP (Afghanistan) registered
for the meeting, bringing the number of participating Member Agencies to above 50o/o of
the total membership once again, and making a quorum for eventual decisions to be taken.
Representatives from governmental agencies (Brunei Darussalam Survey Department, EU-
NATO) as well as from the private sector (ESRI, Leica Geosystems GIS and Mapping and
Spot Image) also attended the first two days of the meeting. A complete list of the
acronyns used in this document can be found in Annex VL

The co-Chairs representing WHO and IINEP/DEWA welcomed the participants,
highlighting in their opening remarks the large amount of important issues that needed to
be discussed during this fifthmeeting. Mr Steve Lonergan, UNEP/DEWA who was not
able to attend this meeting was represented by Mr Johannes Akiwumi.

The provisional agenda provided by WHO was adopted with some changes. The final
agenda of the plenary, as approved, is available in Annex II of this document.
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B. Report of the UNGIWG Secretariat

Mr Hiroshi Murakami, Chief of the Cartographic Section at UN Headquarters, presented
the report of the Secretariat on activities related to the Working Group for this past year.
The report is transcribed in detail in Annex III.

G. Reports from the co-Ghairs

IVlr Akiwumi informed the participants of some of the outputs of the Task Group meeting
thLat took place prior to the plenary, on 11 October 2004:

- having co-Chairs is not a good idea;
- the process of UNGIWG is political rather than technical, therefore two types of

meeting could take place: purely technical meetings altemating with technical and
policy driven meetings);

- some of the tasks of the Working Group have to be refined;
- participants should consider other ways of collaborating with colleagues regarding

particular issues. Mr Akiwumi mentioned that he sometimes found it difficult to
participate in Task Group activities.

Dr Zagaria then expressed his wish to have the 33 agencies of UNGIWG working together.
Underlining the importance of the structure of IINGIWG, he invited participants to think
about how UNGIWG should move forward, and in order to discuss such issues would need
thLe last year activities report of the Task Groups.Dr Zagaria also outlined two challenges
fcrr this meeting:

- 1st challenge: Agencies should take the responsibility of the layers that are connected
to their own area of work (e.g.: WHO).

- 2nd challenge: UNGIWG has to link the technical issue to the strategic vision in order
to leverage funding (e.g. for the Secretariat).

Frinally, Dr Zagaria emphasized the fact that IINGIWG should have one lead agency, rather
thLan two.
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D. Reports of the current Task Groups

At the end of the Fourth Plenary Meeting, the list of the existing Task Groups was revisited
in order to contain five Task Groups covering two specific areas of work:

1. Core data
1. 1 International and Administrative Boundaries;
1.2 Core Geo Database;
1.3 Remote sensing.

2. Standards
2. 1 Interoperable services;
2.2 GIS Map Production Guidelines.

The reports of activities of these Task Groups for the past year are reported in Annex IV.

Additional information was provided to the participants during the presentation of the
reports and short discussions specific to each Task Group also took place at the end of each
report.

The summary of the major information and points raised for each Task Group is mentioned
here.

The report of the Task Group for International and Administrative Boundaries was
complemented by a demonstration of the content of its web site (launched one week before
the meeting), and information given regarding the clearance process to be followed in order
to use the maps. The question of the redistribution control was also raised. In answer to this
question, Mr Murakami again emphasized the sensitivity of this issue and the necessity of
keeping this material within the IIN system for the moment, and not to consider this
material as the "IlN view" but as a practice within the UN. Participants asked for more
recognition of the work done by the UN Cartographic Section and proposed different
solutions to authorize its use by the largest possible group of users (beta version, put a
copyright on it, etc.). It was finally proposed that a clear recommendation should be
formulated during the meeting regarding the ,{4 page template that has been generated (see
Annex IV).

During the discussion about administrative boundaries, the willingness to make the data set
"reach the present" was proposed as an objective. In order to achieve this proposed
objective the WHO co-Chair asked the participants to think about a pooling resource
system in order to sustain this activity. The need to prioritize the areas to be finalized first
was raised (hot spots) and the issues of copyright and intellectual property identified as a
potential new area of work for UNGIWG, especially due to the growing number of
available internet base mapping services.
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The report from the Core Geo Database Task Group had been completed, providing
infbrmation connected to work done at FAO, including the hierarchy of the maps in the
Food Insecurity and Vulnerability Information and Mapping System Global GIS Database
(FGGD) as well as some issues related to the generation of global level maps such as the
pixelization, exclusion of some areas depending on the resolution, problems of overlay.
Some feedback was provided by the participants including the possibility of accessing an
online directory of the resources highlighted by this report. Several additional data sets for
possible sources for the inventory were proposed by the participants (navigation routes,
earthquakes monitoring database, TINECE road network, etc.).

The report from the Remote Sensing Task Group was complemented by a demonstration of
the online metadata catalogue system for very high resolution satellite images. This system
allows anyone within the UN who has purchased a scene to upload the corresponding
inlbrmation, thus reducing the duplication of purchases. This issue was discussed further
and resulted in a wish to know more about existing duplication of purchases (e.g. in Iraq).

The following recommendations were proposed:

generation of guidelines to be used by country offices when they want to buy
images;
a mention to the CEB from the Working Group regarding this duplication of
effort;
compressing images in order to improve their sharing. As only individual letters
from members of UNGIWG and participants had been sent to the US
government regarding the continuity of the Landsat programme, it was decided
to send a collective letter.

Regarding interoperable services, the existence of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
Cook Book for guiding people willing to implement an on-line mapping service has been
mentioned. There is some capacity but problems such as the management of the time
dimensions remain.

The first topic of the discussion that followed the report of the GIS Map Production Guidelines
Task Group was the possibility of including issues related to online mapping in it as well as
joining the two documents compiled by the Task Group so far (see Annex IV). The importance
of these documents has been underlined, asking for the selection of a sub-set of
recommendation to be applied within TINGIWG (e.g. projection, cell size, etc.). This led to a
diricussion regarding the possible generation of a process for the generation and use of
recommendation produced by UNGIWG. It has also been requested to take action in order to
make these recommendations, once accepted, more visible as outputs from UNGIWG.
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E. Presentations related to the Task Groups activities

The representative of UNDP in Afghanistan, presented on how information management
capability has been built in Afghanistan, passing from a Humanitarian Information Service
(HIS), established in2002, to a Development Information Services (DIS) in 2003. The
training capacities as well as the different projects on which they are working were
presented, giving a very interesting example of the activities that can take place in the field.
For more information: http://www.aims.org.afg. The discussion that followed this
presentation underlined that what is decided at UNGIWG will have an effect in the field.
According to the presenter the top three priorities from the field are:

1. Knowing where to find free material
2. Case study examples
3. Pilot studies testing LTNGIWG field work

The first point emphasized the need to post GI material produced within the UN (training
material, publication, case study, etc.) on the IINGIWG web site in order to improve
accessibility but also to offer the activities and material produced within the UN in this
particular area.

The second presentation, from LINAIDS, presented the XML indicator transmission format
which is to be used in the context of Country Response Information System (CRIS).
Different characteristics needed to be implemented including the possibility to refresh the
data down to very low sub-national level and to populate it with place names maintained by
the countries themselves, including translation into the local language. People interested in
this work can subscribe to the working space by contacting Patrick Whitaker (see list of
participants, Annex I).

The third presentation, by UNEP/WCMC, was a demonstration of the capacity of an online
service connecting different sources of information linked to the GLIDE database
(http:/lvalhalla"unep.wcmc.org/glide). This application has been generated in order to
answer a specific need expressed by tIN OCHA (ReliefWeb). During the meeting servers
located at UNEP Grid Nairobi, Grid Geneva, Grid Arendal, Grid Sioux Falls, CIESIN and
the GLIDE database were connected together.

During the fourth presentation, the UN Cartographic Section demonstrated the UN
interoperable SDI & LIN Cartographic Section Web mapping application pilot which will
be online once issues related to data are clarified. The main objective of this application is
to show real time data to the Security Council. Several capacities are available online
without having GIS software on the computer (change symbol, draw objects, etc.). The fact
that users have access to several applications without necessarily finding an answer to their
needs has then been discussed. It is in fact often forgotten that the IIN is there to provide
not only the map but also information upon which decision-making can be based. The fact
that OGC does not address data interoperability has been mentioned again.
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lihe final presentation from FAO demonstrated the capacities of the GEONETWORK open
s,ource data catalogue based on standard metadata. This presentation had also been given
the week prior to this meeting, during the ISO conference rnPallanza, Italy.

F. Task Groups discussion, generation of a workplan for 200+-2005

lfhe summary of the recommendations as well as the list of tasks proposed for each of the
'fask Groups are attached in Annex V of this document.

G. Final discussion on the overall plan of action for the year to come
and review of the Task Groups' structure

'fhe list of tasks identified for each Task Group (see Annex V) had been distributed to the
participants and reviewed in order to ensure that they reflected discussion that had taken
place on 11 October 2004.

'fhe main points of discussion for each Task Group were:

lFor the Intemational and Administrative Boundaries Task Group: FAO commented that
there shouldbe a separation between "disputed areas" ando'areas of conflict" suggesting
that the IIN Cartographic Section should propose the right terminology to be used, as this
represents a sensitive area with which users should be careful.

For the SALB project in particular, clarification had been given regarding the resources
needed to continue the activities for the coming two years. The Task Group manager
lndicated that he is ready to take the lead in resource mobilization for setting the centres or
network of expertise, welcoming any help. LfNDP suggested an evaluation on how much
should be added to US$ 637 000 mentioned in the budget, in order to frnalize the database
by the end of 2006. UN/ECA re-emphasized their active support to the SALB project and
their willingness to continue providing their technical skills.

During the Remote Sensing Task Group discussions, Mr L. Czaran requested that his name
be removed from the list of Task Group Managers. A discussion followed on the request
from UN/CTBTO to have one-stop shop for the download of the available satellite images.
As some participants consider this an unrealistic request, it has been suggested that the
Task Group evaluates this possibility in the context of their activities for the year to come.
The UN Cartographic Section also emphasized again the need to look at the problem of
duplication of purchases within the UN community. To reduce this problem, UNOSAT
invited the participants to upload the metadata in the online meta-database when
purchasing high resolution images (see last year's report of activities) which should become
a common practice of the I-INGIWG members. It is estimated that IIN purchases for 2003
have reached US$ 2 million and are close to US$ 1 million to date in 2004. This
emphasized the need for a clear recommendation to the UNGIWG members to use the
multi-user system contract.
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The documents for the Core Geo Database, the Interoperable Services and the GIS Map
Production Guidelines Task Groups did not produce any objections or discussions

All points mentioned during this discussion can be found in Annex V to this document.
A discussion then took place on the need for additional Task Groups to be created.

The increasing use of GPS devices mentioned by several organizations, including UNDP,
WFP, LIN/ECA, IIN/DPKO and WHO, as well as the lack of standards for the integration
of data collected in the field led to the creation of a new Task Group, called GNSS (Global
Navigation Satellite System). WFP will be the task manager which, with the help of the
interested organizations, will determine task activities for the year to come.

Even if no new Task Group was created for that particular area, WHO insisted that
UNGIWG should be looking at the intellectual property and copyright issues related to the
geographic information that is produced and used within the UN system as this will play an
important role in the future and could limit data sharing.

H. Terms of references and working procedure of UNGIWG

The WHO co-Chair invited suggestions for the modification and improvement of the
LTNGIWG ToRs. In order to achieve this revision it was proposed that three specific
elements: structure, objectives and process of UNGIWG should be studied.

Regarding the structure, the participants were asked to discuss the organigram as generated
during the Fourth LINGIWG Plenary Meeting, Nairobi, 22-24 October 2003. The WHO
co-Chair mentioned that before the Plenary Meeting in Washington, the Chair and the
Secretariat were both within the IIN Cartographic Section but are now separated. The
problem of resource constraint in the UN Cartographic Section and therefore possible
difficulties in maintaining Secretariat activities, moved the participants to revisit the
function of the Chair and Secretariat in the ToRs.

To reflect the discussion a new structure was designed (see below). A new Task Group
(GNSS) was created and the connections between the different functions of IINGIWG
reorganized. Compared to last year's structure, the link with the CEB, which is one of the
strengths of UNGIWG, is now represented.

t0
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New representation of the LINGIWG structure

The WHO co-Chair commented that the changes made are important. The real challenge
w'illbe to capitalize on the areas of work, and to have an impact on the CEB and the
different IIN agencies which form UNGIWG.

The participants then discussed the functions and responsibilities that should be covered by
the Secretariat, the Chair(s), the Task Group Managers and Focal Points.

For the Secretariat the following functions and responsibilities have been defined:

- maintenance of the contact information list of IINGIWG members;
- maintenance of the contact information list of the LINGIWG focal points;
- maintenance and update of the LINGIWG web site;
- LINGIWG mailing list;
- contact point for external organizations (list to be defined);
- assist in the organization of the plenary meeting;
- advocacy regarding the activities of LINGIWG (including resource mobilization).

l t

UN Chief Executive Board (CEB)

Chai(s)

s*"r*iuriri
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Some of the participants requested clarification on the Secretariat's role as contact for
external organizations. The Secretariat clarified that this role is within the Secretariat and
not within the UN Cartographic Section and that does not only involve attending andlor
organizing meetings with external institutions but also includes communication and
filtering of information relevant for UNGIWG.

This session was also the occasion to further discuss the possible location of the Secretariat
for the forthcoming period. Several participants agreed that the Secretariat should be in the
UN Cartographic Section as a "natural home". The UN Cartographic Section mentioned
again the difficulties they will face in the future to maintain this function, due to staffing
issues, but is still willing to keep up the UNGIWG mailing list and website. The Chair
suggested that in the letter to the CEB the present situation should be mentioned. The IIN
Cartographic Section appreciated the support and comments provided by all IIN agencies.
The possibility of having Secretariat moving with the Chair was also mentioned.

For the Chair(s) the following functions and responsibilities were defined:
- organrzation of the plenary meeting, preparation and printing of the meeting report;
- report to the CEB and the members of UNGIWG;
- follow-up on the work of the Task Groups (meetings, teleconference, etc.);
- follow-up on the implementation of the recommendations;
- advocacy regarding the activities of IINGIWG (including resource mobilization).

Based on the past two years experience, the WHO co-Chair emphasized the risk of
continuing to have two Chairs for IINGIWG in the future.

Some participants suggested that donors or private companies could be approached in order
to cover the cost of the Secretariat and Chair(s). In response, the WHO co-Chair suggested
that there should be more internal commitment and external advocacy carried out in order
to solve this issue. This has been reinforced by the mention of the Secretariat and of other
inter-agency activities that are taking place without the help of external funding. OOSA
commented that for the inter-agency activity in which they are involved, the job description
and funding is part of their organization's activities.

For the Task Group managers the following functions and responsibilities were defined:
- contact point for external organizations directly relevant to the activity of that Task

Group;
- achievement of the tasks assigned during the plenary meeting;
- advocacy regarding the activities of the Task Group (including resource

mobilization):
- distribution of the work load among the members of the Task Group;
- report and make technical proposals to the plenary regarding the continuity of the

work.

t2
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Finally, for the Focal Points, the following functions and responsibilities were defined after
discussion:

- advocacy regarding the activities of TINGIWG (including resource mobilization);
- main contact point between IINGIWG and their organization;
- monitoring the implementations of UNGIWG recommendations within their

organization and report to the plenary.

In terms of objectives for UNGIWG, the WHO co-Chair invited the participants to discuss
u,hether there is a need to revisit the existing objectives outlined in the ToRs.

Several points were raised and discussed including:
- whether LTNGIWG is responsible for promoting the use of geographic information

within "Member States" - agreement has been made by LTNGIWG members to
keep the mention of Member States because all the activities of the UN agencies
aim to provide support to Member States.

- LTNGIWG does not "promote" the use of geographic information among the
different IIN agencies but facilitates the work of the GIS specialists. In this regard
the first sentence of the objectives should be modified in ordor to reflect this point;

- the possibility of changing the name of IINGIWG. The risk that external
organizations may be confused by this change made the participants agree to keep
the term "Geographic Information" and therefore the name of the Working Group
itself.

T'he text mentioned in the ToRs was chansed as follows:

"The overarching objective of the UNGIWG is to promote the fficient use of
geographic information within the United Nations System and Member States to
contribute to better decision-making. The UNGIWG shall aim at attaining the
following:

To identfu and implement protocols for sharing, maintaining and assuring the
quality of geographic information within the United l{ations Systemfor fficient
and cost effective use of such information with close co-operation with Member
Stqtes, non-governmental organizations, research institutions and industrlt.

To identify, develop and maintain common geographic databases as a crucial
capaciQ-building effort to enhance normative, programme and operational
capabilities and efficiencies within the United Nations".

llime constraints prevented the participants from discussing in-depth mechanisms to
improve the IINGIWG process. However it was suggested thatthe Chair reporting on a
regular basis would improve communication within the IINGIWG.

In addition, further discussion will have to take place in order to define the process for
aLgreeing and adopting IINGIWG recommendations. All the elements discussed during this
session will appear in the new version of the ToRs to come.

l 3
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l. First review of the Fifth UNGIWG Plenary Meeting draft report

The first draft of the final report containing the minutes of the report was distributed to the
participants for review, showing that it is possible to initiate such document during the
meeting itself. WHO also committed to printing the Fifth Report, before the end of 2004 as
an additional contribution to LTNGIWG and support for the new Chair. This process should
become standard practice for future plenary meetings.

The discussions that took place regarding the first draft underlined the necessity of adding
an executive summary indicating the recommendations at the beginning of the meeting
report, and also a list of acronyms in an annex. The possibility to change the title for the
document ended with the conclusion that it should remain as it is in order to avoid any
confusions to the readers.

In order to produce the final report before the end of 2004 the draft of the Fifth LTNGIWG
Plenary Meeting report was sent to the participants before the end of October 2004 in order
to receive their feedback.

As there was little feedback, the discussion came back to issues related to the management
of the Task Groups. The need to identify specific groups to contribute to the activities of
each Task Group was firstly discussed. The participants came to the conclusion that it was
the responsibility of the Task Group Managers to make sure that the relevant persons are
part of the discussion for their respective activities.

The need to inform the tIN and the international community about the activities of
UNGIWG was also emphasized, together with the underlining of the necessity for the Task
Group Managers to allow access to their work from the UNGIWG website. The look of the
TINGIWG web site should also be revisited to make the content more accessible to the
potential users.
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Cll osi n g plen ary session

Election of the new Chair(s) for UNGIWG

A.s no institution presented for chairing LINGIWG during the next period, the incumbent
c,o-Chairs underlined one more time the importance of this forum for the tIN.

FAO was identified as a possible Chair, but its representative expressed his organization's
concern about UNGIWG. In addition, he informed the participants about the reduction of
resources and the FAO's current restructuring process; both of which made the acceptance
of new commitments difficult.

Finally, several propositions emerged from the discussion during the break, but the main
conclusion was that it would be difficult to take a decision at this moment in the meetins.

FAO and WFP agreed to begin a discussion regarding the potential co-chairing of
LINGIWG, but pointed out that consultation with their Organizations was needed before
any decision could be made. Therefore, it was proposed that:

- WHO and IINEP extend their co-chairing until the end of 2004;
- an advocacy trip to Rome by the incumbent actual co-Chair should be undertaken in

the coming months;
- the Secretariat function should possibly be taken on by the co-Chair addressing the

CEB, regarding the actual situation and need of resources for continuing this activity.

WHO also committed to producing the press release and to address the CEB regarding this
issue of the Secretariat, in addition to the printing of the meeting report.

Even if the idea of having co-Chairs, for the new period was against the wish of most of the
participants at the meeting, the fact that both organizations were located in the same town
should ensure a better functioning and collaboration than the one observed these past two
y,ears'

The situation encountered this year underlined the necessity of finding a solution in order
to avoid the same problem when nominating the Chairs in the coming years. The ideas
proposed by the participants were:

- to have a deputy Chair nominated at the same time as the Chair, this deputy Chair
then becoming the Chair for the next period;

- to initiate a rotation among the organizations in order to know, far in advance, when
their turn to Chair would come.
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Decide on the next venue of the UNGIWG plenary

The participants agreed that fixing the time and venue for the next UNGIWG plenary
meeting without knowing who is going to be the new Chair was not appropriate.

Two venues to be considered were presented:
- in order to reduce the travelling cost, strengthen the link with some other global

initiatives and have more contacts with countries it has been proposed to consider
holding the 2006 UNGIWG meeting in connection with the one organized by the
Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDD.

- DPKO also mentioned holding the next LINGIWG meeting on the site of a peace
keeping mission. Even if this solution would not offer the same quality of
infrastructure for the meeting than that experienced so far, it would show the reality
of the field operations and allow the participants to see how UNGIWG
recommendations could be implemented in the field.

Any other busrness

LINECA announced the venue of the fourth session of the Committee on Development
Information (CODI IV) which will take place from 25 to 28 April 2005, at the United
Nations Conference Centre in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The theme of the meeting will be
"Information as an Economic Resource". Further information about this meeting will be
posted on the CODI web site in the near future: http://www.uneca.orglcodi.

Closure of the meeting

The WHO co-Chair closed the meeting by thanking the participants for attending this
meeting and thanking Steeve Ebener and Corinne Suchet for their important contribution
and work which made this meeting possible.
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l l. Adopted agenda of the fifth plenary meeting

Please note: Representatives of intemational organizations and industry are invited to participate as
observers during the first two days of the meeting the last one being restricted to UN staff only.

Time Activitv Moderator/Rannorteur

Taesday, I2 October 2004

08:30-09:00 Registration and Secretariat issues for the meeting

09:00-10:30Plenarv meetine: Welcome from the Chairs and the
Secretariat

Nevio Zagaria(WHo)
Johannes Akiwumi (tlNEP
on behalf of Steve
Lonergan) / Steeve Ebener

09:00-09:20 Welcome by the Cha
Loeistics & Nominat

rs, Acceptation of the agenda,
on of the Rapporteur

09:20-09:30 Report from the LTNGIWG Secretariat
(Hiroshi Murakami)

09:30-10:00Report from the Chairs: present status and future
challenges including improvement of the LINGIWG
workine procedure and terms of reference

10:00-10:30Preliminary Task Group meetinq

I0:30-l 1:00 Coffee break

11:00-13:00 Plenarv meeting: Reports of 2003-2004 activities
from the Task GrouDs - Part I: Core Data

Nevio Zagaria(WHo)
Johannes Akiwumi
(LINEP) / Steeve Ebenerl. International and Administrative Boundaries

(Lorant Czaran on behalf of H6ldne Bray and
Steeve Ebener) (45')

2. Core Geo database (Ersin Ataman) (30')
3. Remote Sensing

(J.-Y. Bouchardy, E. Bioreo and L. Czaran) (30')

I3:00-14:00 Lunch break

14:00-15:00Plenarv meeting: Reports of 2003-2004 activities
from the Task Groups - Part II: Standards
4. Interoperable Services (Jeroen Ticheler) (30')

5. GIS Map Production Guidelines (Rob Cray) (30')

I5:00-l5:30 Colfrn break

15:30-17:00 Plenary meeting: Presentations
Presentations in relation with the Task Groups activities
- Experience from HIS to DIS, Afghanistan (AIMS)
- XML indicator transmission format (UNAIDS)
- examples of interoperability services:

- UNEP/WCMC
- TINCS
- FAO Geonetwork
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Time Activity Moderator/Rapporteur

W/ednesdult, 13 October 20A4

09:00-11:3tDTask Groups Discussion, Generation of a workplan
for 2004-2005 - Part II: Standards

Dr C. Castillo-Salgado and
Dr M. Vidaurre
(WHO/PAHO) / Task
Group Managers

4. Interoperable Services (60')

5. GIS map Production Guidelines (30')

I0:30*l1:00 Coffee break

GIS map Production Guidelines continued (30')
11:30-16:3t0 Task Groups Discussion, Generation of a workplan

for 2004-2005 - Part I: Core Data

1. International and Administrative Boundaries (90')

Ii:00-14:A0 Lwtch break

2. Core Geo database (60')

I5:00-15:30 Coffee break

l 5 :30-16 :303. Remote Sensing (60')

1 6:30-1 9:00 Meetingwith EU-NATO

19:00-21:00 Reception hosted by WHO: Restaurant. Main Building

Tkarsduy, 14 Octsber 2004

08:30-10:3i0 Plenary meeting : Final discussion on the overall plan
of action for the year to come and review of the Task
Groups structure.

Nevio Zagaria (WHO)
Johannes Akiwumi (UNEP
on behalfof
Steve Lonergan) /
Ayako Kagawa10:30-11:00 Coffee break

11:00-12:30 Plenarv meeting: Terms of References and working
procedures of IINGIWG. Discussion regarding the
possible modifications and improvements.

l2:30*] 3:30 Lunch break

13:30-14:30Plenary meeting : First review of the meeting's report

I4:30 * 15:00 Cffie break

15:00-16:00Closing plenary meeting:

Election of New Chair(s) for UNGIWG (15')

Decide on next venue of the LTNGIWG plenary (15') New Chair(s) / Steeve
EbenerAny Other Business (15')

15:45-16:00 Closure ofthe meeting
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l l l. Report of the UNGIWG Secretariat

l. Support to the WG
As a normal practice, the WG Secretariat conducted the following activities during
the past year after the Fourth plenary meeting in Nairobi, hosted by UNEP.

i) Report of the fourth meeting
o The Secretariat drafted the report which has been finalized by WHO with

inputs/comments from the members. It was printed by WHO and distributed
to each member agency before the fifth meeting.

Management of mailing lists
o Because of the restructuring of the Task Groups at the fourth meeting,

mailing lists were modified to reflect the new Task Group structure. The
Secretariat has seen a significant increase of spams and viruses in the lists,
which increased the moderation time of the Secretariat staff.

o A new list for external organrzations (partners@ungiwg.org) was
established, but has not been used yet.

o Some lists are very active while others had no traffic (see Table 1).

iii) Management of IINGIWG web site
o The web site has not been fully used by the task managers. While

Boundaries Task Group has been actively working in maintaining their own
web site, other Task Groups did not update their sites very often.

o The Secretariat posted a list of action items decided during the fourth
meeting with the status information (see Table 2).

iv) Maintenance of database of WG members
o The Secretariat tried to update the member's database, but received little

feedback from the members (less than l5%).
o With much appreciated support from WHO, only the Focal Points database

has been successfully updated in time for the fifth meeting.

v) Teleconference of Task Managers
The Secretariat participated in a teleconference on the status of Task Group
activities organized by the WHO co-Chair on 8 June 2004.

2. Liaison activities
o Due to limited resources in the Cartographic Section, the Secretariat was

able to attend only one ISO/TC211 plenary meeting (inPallanza, Italy from
6 to 8 October 2004), for which LTNGIWG is a Class A Liaison.

o GSDI Association proposed co-locating future UNGIWG meetings with
their conference.

ii)
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o Just for information, the Cartographic Section, representing the UN as a
Principal Member, hosted an OGC Meeting in January 2004.It also plans to
host the 52nd OGC Meeting on 17-21January 2005 at IINHQ.
Mr Lorant Czaran attended a CEOS/WGISS Meeting in May, where he was
elected WGISS User Vice-Chair.

,3. Meeting with CEB Secretariat
In order to find out how other inter-agency Working Groups operate and finance
their activities, the Secretariat had a meeting with the Chief Executive Board
Secretariat on 4 October 2004.It was found that all Working Groups are supported
by member agencies through resources for voluntary Secretariats. The Secretariat
plans to have another meeting with the CEB Secretariat after the UNGIWG
meeting.

.Special thanks:

The Secretariat wishes to thank WHO for hosting and ananging the fifth plenary
meeting of UNGIWG. Particularly, the tireless efforts of Mr Steeve Ebener of WHO to
help in organizingthe meeting should be highly appreciated.

Nqle:

The IIN Cartographic Section was transferred to DPKO/Office of Operations/Situation
Centre as of 1 January 2004. While the conventional responsibilities of the Section in
UNHQ to provide Cartographic/GlS services remain, there will be additional
responsibilities to support peacekeeping operations.

Table 1: UNGIWG Mailine List Statistics
. Members@ungiwg.org: 151 users

- 18 newly subscribed (not invited)
- 12 unsubscribed, all automatic and not requested
- 2l1 messages since January 2002 (10 MB)
RS@ungiwg.org: 3 1 users
- 28 messages since December 2003 (1.5 MB)
CoreData@ungiwg.org: 14 users, no traffic yet
Interop@ungiwg.org: no traffic yet
Partners@ungiwg.org: l4 on list now (+ 40 old contacts now being verified,
before addition), no traffic yet
Charter@ungiwg.org: 59 users
- 45 messages since February 2004, (6 MB)
LINOOSA-STDM@ungiwg.org: 3553 users (not directly WG related)
- 55 messages since January 2004 (1.5 MB), OOSA support
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He+*J
Nr.

By Action and Responsihle Agency / Individual Status

03/I1t lJ  Feb.  2 l l l l3 F-elease F Flenary Rer:rtt to Membersl:rp / UNGIWG
Secretariat

o3/o2 ] - ]  JLTN.  JUUJ Frovrde Remote Sensing resnurce links collection to UHGIWG
home page / RS Task Managerr

04rtll lJ Hov. ?0t13 Ftep are Pre ss Rele ase on 4h Plenary / Co-Chairs, assirted [y
Secretariat

04fltz lJ No-r. ?103 S et r-rF s eF arf,te tnailins list t-or F*5 T ask Gtnr"rF / III{ GI.IV G
Secruteriat / L. Craran

o4flrI JU f'IO1T. JUUJ Ftesent wish list nf missing informatiotr fot SALE Froject on
,IALE website / WHO / S. EE-+..UC.4

:=,€ ".1E
04rtl4 30 Ho-r. 2tltll Fteptre te mporary short metadata form fo r YH Res. S alellite

I magetlr w. RE T ask Gtoup / UNOP S, UNH CR / E. FiqtrS.

[4,{15 3[ Nov. ?t]tl1 Send to sl1 RS Task Group membets flrll #E05 and nther Etf
aHendas to pnnritise on puticipatron f U.N- e-.i|{(q-/ L. Creran

0.{iffi I t l  Nov.  2t l0 l Ctculate U.I'I. HQ ImagerySystem Crrntract draff.to FE TG
metnhers t'or cnmrnents f U.N. f ee1..p_/ L. Craran

o4/trl l J  Dec .  l l l 03 FS Task Gtnup teleconfererrce tD discuss snrdreriew drfferent
imagery discount deals, seek coruolidation / RS Task ll{anagerr

04/tE 1 J  D e c . 2 D 0 l Survey on what public map services (the ilGC implementations)
are run:r:ng in the diffeteni agencies/ U.N, C.;|,I[f / S. .Fl"++..iltrff

04fB 3 l  Dec .2 t l t l l Ulstflbute urfa and gurdehnes to U.I'I. commurrity on the
tepreserrtaticn of Intemat. Boundaries / U^N. ,e.ef.ip*/ H. Brry -ffi{ffi

04/10 J 1 JUUJUEf , Setup 'r.eh sile f'trr subnrissi.rn ofhigh-resolution satellie
imaBery rtretadata / UNOPS / E. Fjpfigq

u4ltt 1 Jur. 20t14 Release fust dm& af t$b Fl*nary r*$,:rt t,r Membership for teview
/ IJNGII4rG Secrutariat / L. Creren

u4/l? 1J Jan. 2tltl4 Submit Plenary stBtement on widening the Charter kiggering
conditions. to the Charter Sec retflriat / U.I'{. OO SA. D. Sievens

ll4/14 J 1 Jan.2tltl4 All A gencie s submit metadata of e xisting high-1q..s.. ima ger]r ta
F,S Task Gtour' f'rr web load / AII RS Task Teern

04/15 J ] Jan.t004 Quick invrntory of cote data iayers needed for UI'IGIWG / FAO
/ E, Aternen

04/16 J ] :r104.Tan. Seek legd advise on bsundaries (disput+d tenitodes), produce
pflge-sise Woddtemplate, w. OLA / UJY. C"arts^/ H. Murakeni

04/17 l t ltltl4Jan. Work on a commnn Inkoduction Interoperahrlrty Slideshow /
U.N. S,trtq./ s..(A++"{lxy anrl FAo t.l. Iie^h+.1+..r.

04/18 J 1 Jan. 2lltll Past second draft Metadata Frofile. review flnd rrEmment seEEnd
drsft / FAO / J. Ii+.hnlr.E erd all Task Group rnembcrs

It4/19 3 8t1.j

(w .4clqvj
r004 Revie w draft M ap Pro d. S,fil4FJ +"Ubmit[gd hy FAO, A d#prop os e

nther scale guidelines / IINMEE / R..Q"LFJ, rrith E. $F"Itii&#t

04/fl lJ Feb. 2t l f l4 Re lease for comments 4h rr:risi':n nf Nairr.rbi F lerrar:,r ReFort /
UNGIWG Secrrtariet/ L. Creran

04/2? lJ Mar. l0[4 Inform about the SALE Llsdirrg SchenrE to UH Statistics
Commissiont$rougfrUN HQ /WHO / S.ED"UqU
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u4/?3 3[ Apr. ?t1t14 Help re-new ald adopt Mrp Produchon Guidehnes by UI'IGIWG
/ IINMEE / R..G.^t+J" leith UNII{OVIC / E. $p,trrii+...lSl

n4/24 3tJ Apr. ?[04 Submit the "TALE C,rdinE i:1c}:enLe to ISD/TCl1 1 for

ronsiderati'rn as IS / WHO / S, Fl,e*qf.

04/25 3tJ Apt. ?lll14 Finalis e Intemational E nutrdaries Dat ab as e 'rersion 3 ald release
orr UHGIltu'E web site / U.N. .{-1g!+^/ H. Eray

04/26 31 May ?tl t l4 Full and comprehensive trventary (including ':ummercial dataJ of
cr,re data larrers as needed for UHGI''/+IE / FAO. E. Aiarnen

D4/?f -11 Oct ?t l t l4 Diskihute f,ALE tables to d1 members arrd get authodsation to
us* maFs f. anothet 4d S"F.U+.1+1"E^f:lT-dLd..+!.€TJ / WHO / S. _E[r.."1ff; ffi

04/18 Ongorng H e1p A gencie s (te s or-lrc e s l) p atch nrcr- c otnpliant s er'ric e s (enable

F/MS nn Aryll$,F,...J, or set up new sewices / Illletailate Gruup

04/t9 Dngoing Take up de-reloping ftee, stmd-alone M.,*, editor b1r interested
vetrdots, comply w. U.H. I5O 1Fl 15 profile / FAO / J. T;Altf.kX

lV. Gurrent Task Group reports

lnternational and administrative boundaries

1. Objectives, structure

This Task Group has two objectives:
1. Provide a usable standard worldwide boundary database with the UN community.
2. Create a redistributable Second Administrative Level Boundaries global data set

(SALB) to be used with the GIS technology completed by a database on historic
changes.

The two task managers leading this work are Hdldne Bray from the UN Cartographic
Section for the International Boundaries and Steeve Ebener from WHO for the SALB
project.

2. International boundaries report

At the fourth LTNGIWG plenary meeting (Nairobi, 23-26 October 2003) the International
Boundaries Task Group has established the following workplan:

1. Finalize the intemational boundaries database (Ver. 3);
2. Seek legal advice for disputed territory;
3. Produce apage size world map accepted by OLA;
'4. Distribution for information to the UN community documentation and guidelines on

the representation on international boundaries.
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2.1 Finalization of the International Boundaries Dataset 1.1 million scale (Ver. 3)

2.1.1 The line version

The line version of the International Boundaries dataset has been updated for the version
and it includes the following modifications in regards with the work line:

- Integration of the Baarle-Hertog exclaves in the Netherlands;
- Update of the Eritrea-Ethiopia boundary;
- Update of Sudan-Egypt boundary (Halaib and Ma'tan al-Sara triangles);
- Update of Sudan-Kenya boundary (Illemi triangle);
- Update of the China-India boundaries (west of Nepal).

Attributes have been also updated for a better use of the dataset.
Type: These different types of line reflect the cartographic practices used within the
Cartographic Section:

0. Coastline
1. International Boundary
2. Sub-national Boundary
3. Regional Boundary (Somalia and Ethiopia)
4. Armistice Boundary Line (between KOR and PRK, West Bantr</Gaza and Israel)
5. Line of Control (Jammu and Kashmir)

ISO3_CNT1 and ISO3_CNT2: these two fields identif'the two countries on each side of
the boundary line.

2.1.2 The polygon version

In response to a large amount of requests to generate a polygon version of this dataset, the
Task Group has decided to go beyond his objectives and has developed a polygon version
of the Intemational boundaries dataset.

The polygon version includes 275 entries. The number of records is based on the list of territories
developed by the cartographic section
(http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/english/geoname.pdf). The document has 268 entries and
therefore the dataset includes 6 extra entries (Jammu-Kashmir, Aksai Chin, Arunachal Pradesh,
Amur-Usuri confluence islands, China/India disputed areas west of Nepal, and 3 polygons for west
bank). The attributes match with the information provided in the list of territory document:
territory name, territory ID, Status, Capital, ISO3...

The field "Status" gives information on the attribution of territories (i.e. the status of
Greenland is DK territory). In order to better help the user with the colorization of
territories and therefore with the attribution of territories, a field named "color_code" has
been added based on the ISO code. For instance, Greenland has the colour code of
Denmark, even though Greenland has its own ISO code.
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It is important to be reminded that this is the first release of a polygon version. This dataset
is intended to provide the United Nations community with a worldwide coverage of
international boundaries consistent with the boundary representations that are used by the
UN Cartographic Section at scales of 1 :1,000,000 and smaller. Under no circumstances
should this dataset, andlor any map derived from it, be construed as an official
representation or endorsement of these international boundaries by the United Nations. The
agencies/departments in the UN Secretarrat are to be reminded that the maps they prepare
for UN publication are supposed to be cleared by the UN Cartographic Section before the
publication. It should be also reminded that other UN agencies outside the Secretariat need
to take fuIl responsibility for their published maps.

2.2 Seek of legal advice for disputed territories

The Task Group has been seeking legal advice for the representation of Chinallndial
Pakistan boundaries. The Task Group manager admitted that this process has not been as
fast as expected. Numerous consultations with OLA, DPKO, DPI and DPA have been
undertaken but after ayear, the Task Group is still waiting for an official answer in regards
to these areas. However, without thinking that there would be an "ultimate meeting", it is
expected that the issue could be resolved in the next few months. Several meetings need to
be anticipated before even getting out of DPKO as Ms Buttenheim seems to be very
cautious about this issue. A map showing the official representation of this area will be
posted on the boundaries web site and all dataset will be updated.

2.3 Produce a page size world map accepted by the Office of the Legal Affairs (OLA)

The production of the page size world map has been undertaken with the collaboration of
the World Bank. The World Bank has generated apage size world map that matches the
requirements of our section. This map is available in PDF and GIS format.

Please note that the representation of Jammu-Kashmir area and the Chinesellndian
boundary has still to be cleared by the Office of the Legal Affairs (OLA) and the Secretary
General's Office. An updated map will be posted as soon as the Cartographic Section
receives the official reply.

The GIS format includes a line and polygon versions with the same attributes as the 1:1
million dataset.
The attributes of the polygon version reflect the list of territories prepared by the UN
Cartographic Section. For generalization purposes, the following entries are not included:

Ashmore and Cartier Islands, Bassas da India, Baker Island, Kingman Reef, Bird Island,
Clipperton Island, Europa Island, Juan da Nova Island, Howland Island, Johnston Atoll,
Palmyra Atoll, Tromelin Island, Navassa Island, Liancourt Rock, St Helena Island, St
Pierre and Miquelon, Scarborough Reef, Senkaku Islands, Wake Island, Wallis and Futuna.

Attribution of other islands is NOT guaranteed error-free by the IIN Cartographic Section.
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2.4 Distribution for information to the UN community documentation and guidelines
on the representation of international boundaries

To better distribute guidelines and information on the representation of international
boundaries, a more comprehensive web site has been developed. On this web-site, users
wil l f ind:

Guidelines for Map clearance: the page size world map, the list of territories, a list of
boundary disputes and geo-political anomalies, guideline on the representation of
intemational boundaries, a list of disclaimers to be used.
Datasets: 1:1 million international boundaries dataset in line and polygon version and the
GIS version of the page size world map in line and polygon geometry.

Please note that the Cartographic Section is currently developing a dataset at 1:5 and 1:10
million and these would be available on this website in the upcoming months.

2.5 Conclusion

It is hoped that the recent development made within this Task Group will facilitate the
clearance of maps for the users. By offering the polygon version of the 1 :1 million and
developing a new website has passed beyond the Task Group's initial objectives.

Getting legal advice and official representation of the boundaries is still a major issue, but
every effort is made to obtain such information.

3. Administrative Boundaries report (SALB project)

At the Fourth UNGIWG plenary meeting (Nairobi, 23-26 October 2003) the following
tasks have been assigned to the Task Group regarding the Administrative Boundaries:

1. Make the SALB coding scheme a IINGIWG recommendation;
2. Create a wish list of missing information on the SALB web site;
3. Inform the UN Statistics Commission about the SALB coding scheme (Informal first);
4. Work on the proposition of presenting the SALB coding scheme to ISO TC 2111'
5. Obtain the following progresses for the SALB database:

- January 2000 tables for all the UN members countries;
- have the authorization to use the map for the 46 countries still under discussion;
- have maps for 75 countries being sent for validation.

This report contains the state of progress regarding these tasks as well as the progress done
on other aspects of the project that were not specifically part of them.
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3.1 The use of the SALB coding scheme as a recommendation of UNGIWG

This recommendation has been presented and accepted during the last plenary session in
Nairobi.

Even if the number of institutions and/or project which are implementing the SALB codes
in their sub national dataset is increasing, it is thought that this decision has not been
influenced by the recommendation done by LTNGIWG.

This observation could be applied to any recommendation that LTNGIWG will make in the
future and underlines the need to make sure that aprocess will be put in place in order to
better advocate the outputs of the working group if it is expected that a large number of IIN
institutions follow them in their dailv work.

3.2 Wish list of missing information on the SALB web site

A specific page called the "help us page"
(http://www3.who.int/whosislgis/salb/salb_help-us.hlg) has been added to the SALB web site
last January to list all the information that are missing in order to update the SALB data set.

This page, which has already helped us to solve several issues, contains the description of
the different information that the project is looking for, grouped in two categories:

- list ofNational Mapping Agencies;
- list of information or digital maps.

As it is expected to continuously find new "editing node" the users will find at the bottom
of the page the list of countries for which the editing work is ready to be performed in case
an institution would have time to dedicate to this very important task.

The existence of this page has been regularly mentioned to the person part of the SALB
project's mailing list (UNGIWG + other institutions for a total of 263 persons) since its
launching, and the members of UNGIWG are encouraged to have a look at it to see if they
would, per chance, not have information or a map in their database that would correspond
to what is missing in the database.

3.3 Inform the UN statistics Commission about the SALB coding scheme

The SALB project has been presented to the Statistical Commission in the context of the
thirty-fifth session of the Statistical Commission that was held at the United Nations
Headquarters in New York, from2 to 5 March 2004. This presentation was done under the
form of a background paper prepared in collaboration with Amor Laaribi from UN DESA.
The background paper can be downloaded from:
http : //unstats.un. org/unsdlstatcorq/docO4/salb.pdf
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3.4 Presentation of the SALB coding scheme to ISO TC 2ll

ISO has already produced a standard for coding administrative units (ISO 3 166 - 2, Codes
for the representation of names of countries and their subdivisions. Part2: Country
subdivision code).

Despite the fact that this standard does not go below the first administrative level and is not
based on an homogenous scheme such as the one developed for SALB, it has been decided
to wait until having the January 2000 tables for all the UN member countries before
starting the process with ISO (see where the project stand in the coming section). In the
meantime, any opportunities to present the SALB project to ISO have been taken. After
having announced that IINGIWG was considering to submit SALB for processing as an
ISO/TC211 standard in the Summer 2003 ISO/TC211 Geographic information / Geomatics
newsletter, Lorant Czatan will have the opportunity to mention one more time our
consideration of submission to the participants to the ISO/TC21 1 Meeting currently taking
place in Pallanza (Italy). Lorant should be able to provide us with the feedback received
during the 2004 TINGIWG meeting.

3.5 Expected progress for the next UNGIWG meeting

3.5.1 Januury 2000 tubles for all the UN members countries

Table containing the validated information for January 2000 for 162 countries (2 960 units
at the 1 st level and of 55 948 at the 2nd level) are currently online on the SALB web site.
The validated information was also received for two additional countries (Morocco and
Israel) but because of the units they are reporting, these lists can not be posted until a
solution is found. By the time of the Fifth LTNGIWG Meeting it is expected to report new
progress but the 191 UN members' countries will not be covered as it has been expected.

Even if this represents an addition of 44 countries compared to the situation observed last
year at the same period, the objective of the task that has been decided last year in terms of
January 2000 tables has not been reached. The reason for this is the difficulty to obtain the
information from the National Mapping Agencies (NMA) for the remaining countries. One
year ago, it was still difficult to identify and contact the NMA for several countries. Thanks
to the help received from the WHO and LINDP country offices, as well as other institutions
based in the countries, it has now been possible to be in direct or indirect contact with the
NMA of 190 countries (Iraq being the last country for which the confirmation of the
existence of a NMA or who to contact in the government is still missing).

Patience is unfortunately one of the constraints for reaching the objectives fixed last year.
The possibility to also have other UN agencies expressing their needs to the NMA and
asking them to answer our request is maybe another solution to be discussed during the
comins LINGIWG meetins.
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3.5.2 Have the authorizution to ase the map for the 46 countries still under discussion

From the specific 46 countries listed last year as being under discussion regarding copyright,
28 remain in the same situation today. The complete situation in terms of possibility of using
maps (paper andlor digital) in the context of the SALB project is as follows:

- there is at least one map that can be used in the context of SALB for 154 countries (+13)
- for 30 countries the situation is still either:

- looking for the owner or do not know (20 countries);
- waiting for an answer from the owner regarding the use of their map (10 countries);

- no maps are available for 7 countries (Armenia, Croatia, Comoros, Israel, Sao Tome
and Principe, Slovenia and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northem
Ireland).

As it can be seen, the total number of countries for which the authorization of use is still
sought is in fact of 37 countries as it will certainly be necessary to request for authorization
for the countries where no maps are available for the moment.

Despite the good progress done it has not been possible to reach the objective fixed last
year for that particular item. The main difficulty remains to trace the owner of the maps
because of the lack of proper metadata attached to it. In this regard, it would be really
important that UNGIWG comes to a recommendation regarding the Metadata profile to be
used in order to also ensure proper documentation regarding the source and redistribution
rights of the layers that will be produced in the future.

This task was linked to the availability of at least one map for each of the 191 tIN
members' countries before starting the comparison process with the table provided by the
NMA for January 2000. After the comparison, which has been done for 126 countries (+ 22
compared to last year meeting) the situation is as follows:

- 81 countries for which all the information to update and the authorization to use it are
available. The editing work has already started for 78 of them.

- 18 countries for which the information to update is available but not the authorization
to use.

- 11 countries for which some information to update the map is still missing but for
which the authorization of use has been obtained.

- 16 countries for which some information to update the map or a new map is still
missing, because the number of missing units is too big, and still need to obtain the
authorization of use.

To summarize, some countries have to be added to the 37 countries mentioned earlier as
the comparison process highlights some countries for which the usable map is too far from
the situation observed in the country. This explains the high number of countries for which
the map is mentioned as missing on the "Help us" page of the SALB web site.
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The first good news is that the MOU that has been prepared in collaboration with LIN OLA
and the UN Cartographic Section is at the origin of the availability of a map for several
countries. Using this document GfK MACON AG has kindly accepted to provide SALB
with maps for seven countries as part of their database (Albania, Austria, Hungary, Cyprus,
Lithuania, Turkey and Uzbekistan). The NMA of Switzerland also provided us with amap
which will make SALB be the first project ever authorized to distribute the delimitation of
the communes of this country to the public. The MOU has been signed by the NMA of
Spain authorizing us to use the map they have produced in the context of the
EuroGlobalMap data set and it is expected to report the signature of the NMA of Ghana
during the IINGIWG meeting. It is therefore expected that this document will allow us to
continue obtaining maps from other NMA or private institutions in the near future.

The second good news is that the recent access to the TINICEF data set of administrative
boundaries which, in addition to having already allowed us to update some of the maps,
should also allow us to reduce the number of countries for which there is still a problem to
solve the redistribution rights issue.

Finally, the growing number of NMA which are now producing digital maps is
encouraging. Even if this may imply some cost, this could represent a new source of maps
to be integrated into SALB.

3.5.3 Have mapsfor 75 countries being sentfor validation

Writing this report, 72 maps have been sent to the respective NMA for validation (+26). It
is hoped that by the time of the LINGIWG meeting the objective fixed last year will have
been reached. From these 72 maps sent for validation, answer from the NMA has been
received for 33 of them. As nine of them are still requiring additional corrections (Belgium,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Greece, Guyana, Jamaica, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal and Spain), only 24
maps are posted on the SALB web site for the moment (+8).

3.6 Other progress of work and other information

The final progress still reported in this document firstly concerns the historic changes. The
SALB data set now contains information for 98 countries at the lst admin level (+15
compared to last year meeting) and 172 countries at the 2nd admin level (+30). This list
also includes the territories for which no administrative levels are existing. As data are
reported at the sub-national level based on other type of unit, a parallel process will be
started soon in the context of SALB.

The second one concerns the request for update the UN map library sent to each NMA
once the historic changes have been received. To date, this request has been sent to 88
countries (+17). Positive answers (no negative ones) have been received in return from 48
countries so far (+18).
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In terms of support received by the project, it is important to underline the growing
implication of IIN ECA. After having been a very active editing node for all the African
countries these past years, tIN ECA is now willing to be more implicated in helping us to
obtain maps for the remaining countries and in doing the comparison work between the
tables and the maps. tlN ECA should be able to count on the support of the Committee on
Development Information (CODI) for this task. A meeting with some people from the
Intemational Steering Committee for Global Mapping QSCGM) confirmed that they are
considering the ongoing cooperation to be of considerable value and see a complementarity
relationship between the SALB project and the Global Mapping Exercise. This could, for
example, be an important channel to try to improve the response from the NMA regarding
the request for validation that remains without answer so far.

In terms of promotion, the SALB newsletter reporting the progress of the project has been
sent twice since last year's meeting to the SALB mailing list. No new publication has been
prepared but a poster will be presented the week after the TINGIWG meeting to the
Envirolnfo Conference.

Finally, in order to be able to follow the number of users accessing to the SALB web site it
has been possible to install counters on some of the pages. The results obtained after three
months will be presented at the coming IINGIWG meeting.

3.7 Conclusion

The administrative tasks that have been assigned last year have all been achieved. From a
general perspective, the number of new products being posted on the SALB web site since
last year is important (+ 97 divided between 89 tables and 8 maps) but the number of maps
downloadable from the web site is not progressing rapidly enough. The reasons for that
have been described in this document but should be one more time underlined here:

- lack of proper documentation of an important number of maps currently used
regarding their source and redistribution rights;

- large number of maps not being up-to-date for January 2000 and important difficulties
to find the missing information in order to update these maps or a new map;

- lack of response from the NMA regarding our request for information or validation.

Even if it is possible for the IIN institutions to have access to the 72 maps sent for
validation, there is still a risk that corrections would need to be done on these maps when
coming back from validation (corrections were needed on22 of the 33 maps for which an
answer as already been received from the NMA).

In order to change this situation and also to make the SALB database a platform which does not
only allow the management of data collected in the past but also provide support to events and
data collected in the present, it is proposed to reach the following objectives by the end of 2006:

- new contact round of the NMA to know if new changes have occurred in the countries;
- January 2000 table for all the countries (this will be frnalized soon);
- historic changes for all the countries;
- more than 100 maps available online for January 2000;
- 50 maps representing the situation as observed in 2005;
- create a centre of expertise for the management of sub-national data.

a a
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These objectives as well as the means to reach them will be discussed during the coming
LTNGIWG meeting.

Core Geo database

Obiectives
To prepare a global framework core data layers for the UN systems, along the lines of the
Intemational Boundaries and the SALB databases.

List of Tasks for 2003/2004
The TG was tasked with making a quick inventory of the global data layers selected by the
Fourth TINGIWG plenary by January 2004 (the list of the layers is given in the report of the
Fourth Meeting). A second more in-depth inventory was to be completed by May 2004.

Task Manager
Ergin Ataman (FAO)

Group members
H6ldne Bray, Jean-Yves Bouchardy, Lorant Czaran, Steeve Ebener, Rob Gray, Sean Khan,
Ian May, Jean-Pierre Meert, Gregory Prakas, Ashbindu Singh, Mwangi Theuri.

Activities completed:
A consultant was hired to make an inventory of the global databases. He completed his first
survey in January 2004 and a draft "Table of Contents" of his report was circulated at the
end of January 2004. However, only two members commented and they generally agreed
with it. The TG went ahead with the preparation of the report. The first draft of the report
was circulated in June 2004. Generally positive comments and suggestions were received
from UNGIWG members and non-members. The consultant integrated all the comments
received and prepared the final version of the report which will be circulated shortly after
the Fifth LTNGIWG Meeting in Geneva for review and comments.

Although the TG was not tasked to prepare a list of recommended core databases, a
tentative list was prepared for review and is given in Annex A. Some other databases such
as the ESRI and Global Insight databases were also recommended by the TG for further
evaluation and they were noted in the comments column. The list also provides some rough
estimates of the level of effort (LOE) required for making these databases usable by
LTNGIWG. Annex-B explains the acronyms used in the list.

Text Coding: nla: not applicable; n/e : no estimate because no data were identified to
support inventory; c: commercial dataset.
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Annex B

Short List of Data Sources Identified

Framew@:ff#ffifrtux€ifo Database Acrorrym ) Utiliw of Dataset
GEOnet Name Server Gazetteer -1:250k GNS Framework
World Vector Shoreline Plus 3'd Edition \l/VS+ Framework
VMapl Data Library 1:250k (non-qlobal) VMaol Framework

Digital Chaft of the World 1:1m DCW Annotation & Land
Features

VMap0 5tn Edit ion 1:1m VMap0 Framework
Relational World Databank II vl.1 RWd82 Framework
UNCS 1:10m & 1:5m Quick Impact Data QID Framework
UNCS-FAO Political & WHO-SALB sub-
national Boundaries SALB

Long term
Partnership

WHO EIP/CSR Health Facilities EIP Potential Baseline

UNEP WDPA Parks and Protected Areas WDPA Long term
Partnership

ALLM Gazetteer ALLM Commercial
ADC WorldMap ADC Commercial
EuropaTech Discovery Europa Commercial
CIESIN GPW v.3 and GRUMP CIESIN Primary Resource
ORNL LandScan ORNL Primarv Resource

USGS Globa|GIS G-GIS Secondary Resource

ETOPO2 andlor GEBCO ETopo2 Source of
Bathymetry

GTopo30 and/or Globe GTopo30 Dated Resource

SRTM-GTopo3O & SRTM-3 arc second SRTM Framework

HYDRO 1 Kilometre Database H1k Secondary Resource

AVH RR-IGBP SPOT-GLC2OOO GLC Potential Baseline

NASA-LandSat Ofthorectifi ed Library NASA-OLIL Framework or
Baseline

EarthSat GeoCover - 1 : 250k GeoCover Commercial
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Remote sensrng

Status on prioritv activities for 2003-2004 as listed in report of fourth plenarv

1. Activitlu: Collect shareable Landsat 7 and ASTER imagery to single point of entry for easy
access to whole UN system.

UNOPS is hosting this database on the UNOSAT web-server. During the last year, some
progress has been seen in this activity as Landsat 7 and ASTER imagery used in LINOPS
projects and selected LINHCR activities have been stored on IINOSAT's Image Web Server.
UNOPS aims to further populate this database and encourage its sister agencies to share
available Landsat 7 and ASTER imagery with their colleagues, as this will help reduce cost
for image purchase and save time on image processing where useful imagery exists over
specific areas of interest. It is recommended that the DPKO ASTER scenes and NASA
"Landsat donation" to the IIN is made available to this database during the coming year, as
these constitute a significant set of useful data for most UN agencies.

The "Landsat donation", that is the two or three sets of Landsat global data (almost 10 TB
uncompressed) are now also available fully or partially at UNEP Sioux Falls and at FAO
archives, and UNEP distributes globally to Ministries of Environment. The UN Cartographic
Section also stores a full copy of the data in New York for any HQ use, as needed.

2. Activitv: Develop inventory on indicating specific expertise / field of specialization in
remote sensing to each IIN organization.

This work will need to be re-assessed during the comingyear.

3. Activitlz: Explore how all UN agencies could be listed when purchasing multi-user license
imagery.

I-INOPS has enquired with various data providers. Except for INTA Space Turk, the provider
of Ikonos imagery in Eurasia, no firm commitment has been made in advance by the
providers. INTA accepts UN wide use on single-license cost imagery acquired within their
Eurasian communication cone. It is suggested that agencies try to include the official list of
UN offices and agencies when nevertheless purchasing a multi-user license, in order to
establish a record indicating which cases and from which data providers such services can be
expected.

4. Activitlz: Continue to work on improved data agreements for the IIN family.

Although only partially signed (Radarsat agreement has been signed since July 2004 and
operative for EROS, Ikonos and QuickBird sensors globally), the UN Systems Contract on
satellite imagery can now be used by all IIN agencies. This contract ensures significant
discounts on a wide range of data and allows for multi-agency use of the data using the
conditions built into the contract. fIN Interagency Procurement Working Group also
circulated the contract for information. Focal point for the latest information on the Systems
Contract is the GIS Unit/OMS and the UN Cartographic Section, both in DPKO.
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Status on new RS Task Group workplans as listed in fourth nlenarv report

1. To provide UNGIWG members with an overyiew of which organizations have what tlpe
of very high resolution imagery over specific areas.

UNOPS and IINOSAT have developed and continue to populate a graphical user interface
and coresponding meta-database on this. See http://www.unosat.ore/ungfu for using this
service. Metadata input for over 1 000 scenes has been provided by FAO, UN Cartographic
Section, DPKO, LTNHCR and UNOPS and is currently being entered into the database. The
UN Cartographic Section obtained records of UN purchases for two years from Ikonos, and
further attempts should be made to have such a complete overview available for future VHR
imagery use. In this context, FAO and UNOPS have also started to address interoperability
issues for easier sharing ofgeographic data.

2. To provide IINGIWG members with satellite imagery purchasing agreements that ensure
easy ordering, rapid access and reduced cost to data.

See activities 3 and 4 above.

3. To expand the range and objectives for the Charter to better comply with IIN
requirements.

There is an ongoing discussion between LTNOPS/tTNOSAT,I-INOOSA and the Charter
Secretariat to better define how to use satellite imagery for complex humanitarian
emergencies. A meeting took place on Tuesday 31 August 2004 between the above entities
and it was agreed to keep following up on this issue and that a paper should be developed to
provide further background information for the Charter to discuss the issue internally. A draft
paper is being prepared by IINHCR with the input of IINOPS.

During U|{OOSA's Inter-Agency Meeting last January, WHO, UI,{HCR and UNOPS raised
awaleness on the UI{GIWG to the participants - especially related to the Nairobi-plenary
adopted text callingfor an expansion on the Charter. This input was highly valued by the IAM.

Other issues of interest

LTNHCR is further developing camp mapping applications using RS and GIS with LTNOPS,
TINOSAT and Metria of Sweden. Strong links to refugee registration using state of the art
technologies is a key part of this work.

Together with IINOPS, UNOSAT and a private company, LTNHCR successfully used
satellite radar imagery for ground water exploration during the current Chad refugee
emergency. This helps field and HQ staff with refugee camp planning and improves water
access to refugees and local population.

DPKO is using extensively high-resolution satellite imagery (SPOT 5, Ikonos, QuickBird
and EROS data) in mapping the Peacekeeping Mission areas on different continents. A
number of map update projects and boundary demarcation work has been started on that
basis.
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UNITAR's Earth Observation User Liaison Office (ULO) has been recently established
within the CAPDITECH Programme of UNITAR to create a continuing dialogue with the
humanitarian user community, alongside with UNOSAT, which provides actual operational
services. The Office, which is supported by ESA, is also conducting strategy studies and
research in support of the European Space Agency programme GMES (Global Monitoring
for Environment and Security).

TINOPS is hosting a database on meetings of interest to the TINGIWG RS community. All
LINGIWG members can upload and edit information on meetings of interest. Please see
http ://www.unosat.org/ung@ for meetings of interest.
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lnteroperable seruices

1. Obiectives / Structure

At the fourth LINGIWG plenary in Nairobi, October 2003, it was decided to create a
Standards Area of which one Task Group was to be entitled the Interoperability and Services
Task Group.

The Interoperability Services Task Group works on improving access to and interactive use
of spatial data to enhance data sharing and support decision-making through international
standards and specifications.

The Task Managers leading this work are Jeroen Ticheler (FAO) and Bobby Chaudhry
(LfNCS) who are seconded by the following group members:

Eric van Schiindel
Alice Chow
Ian May
Dozie Ezigbalike
Sean Khan
Michelle Anthony
Kais Zouabi

2. List of tasks

Interoperable services :
. Provide the list of proposed standards related to interoperability.
' Survey on what public services (the implementations) are running in the different

agencies (6 weeks, by IIN Cartographic Section).
. Assist IIN partners where resources allow (patching non compliant services

(e.g. enable WMS on ATcIMS), setting up new services).
. Investigate authentication issues to ensure a common authentication mechanism for

services.
. Facilitate access to relevant documentation on interoperability (WMS OGC cookbook,

whitepapers etc.).
. Work on a common introduction interoperability slide show.

Metadata:
. Post the second draft metadata profile (within 6 weeks, by FAO).
. Review and comment second draft of metadata profile (deadline is 31 January 2004).
. FAO will take up the development of a free, stand-alone metadata editor through

commercial/interested vendors, compliant with the LIN-ISO 1 9 1 1 5 profi le.
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3. Activities completed:

Interoperabi lity services
- In previous UNGIWG meetings it was agreed to base metadata on the ISO/TC211

standard ISO 1 91 1 5-2003 . It was also suggested to base other interoperable services
on OpenGIS specifications. The Web map Services (WMS 1.1 .1) protocol being the
most significant. Other specifications that were suggested are the Web Feature
Service (WFS 1.0), Web Coverage Service (WCS 1.0) and the Web Catalogue
Services (2.0).
A survey of public selices has not yet been conducted.
Although not directly through the IINGIWG mechanism, a number of bilateral
contacts between FAO, WFP, WHO, LINEP, the Agriculture Research (CGIAR)
Centres and ICIMOD have been pursued or established in an effort to set up more
interoperable services and exchange of know-how.
A spin off of these contacts was a "SIMAG" meeting at FAO and a follow up meeting
at CIESIN, Colombia University - NY, where a significant number of UN agencies,
Universities, partner organizations and representatives of NGO's and businesses met
to discuss interoperability related issues and applications.
Authentication issues have not yet been tackled; efforts within the OpenGIS
consortium will be monitored closely.
Follow-up discussions within the context of the SIMAG meeting have raised the idea
of creating common 'Open Source' documents on training, tutorials and best practices
in relation to Interoperable Clearinghouses for Spatial Data. A significant number of
existing documents created through various initiatives can serve as initial input to
this.

Metadata
- FAO posted a first draft metadata profile based on the ISO19115-2003 standard at the

TINGIWG meeting in New York. At the last meeting it was agreed to draft a second
version of that profile based on the implementation standard ISO19139. However,
this standard is not available yet and its draft version will be subject to major changes
in the coming months. It is therefore proposed to postpone this llN-Profile draft until
the release of the implementation standard, planned for February 2005.

A brief summary of activities related to the work of the Task Group, but undertaken outside
of the LINGIWG mechanism, follows below.

FAO developed a manual, the GeoNetwork Metadata Editor Module, that explains
detail how to manage and share spatial data using GeoNetwork. The document can
downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/proj ectslgeonetwork
A Wizard based installer software was created to easily install GeoNetwork
OpenSource, providing a Metadata Management Framework, a web based map client
to combine OGC WMS and a Web Map Server using the Degree Open Source
software. The software can be downloaded from
http ://sourceforge.net/proj ects/seonetwork

m
be
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FAO is in the testing phase of providing access to part of its static and temporal
satellite database through OGC Web Map Services (WMS) and Web Coverage
Services (WCS). The GeoCover Landsat database for the years 1975,1990 and 2000
is among these datasets as well as the SRTM elevation data and a number of temporal
datasets such as SPOT-Vegetation, MODIS and climate data.

o Web Map Services provide interactive access through the Internet.
o Web Coverage provides access to the real data through an extract mechanism,

allowing a user to request real data in a common data format (e.g. GeoTIFF,
BIL et cetera).

FAO and LINEP designed a second phase development trajectory for GeoNetwork
that will among others provide ISO19139 Schema support and virtual sites. A first
beta website is running. The new release should be ready by the end of 2004.
WFP developed a user rnanual for the VAM SIE implementation of GeoNetwork that
they set up at their regional bureau.

GIS map production guidelines

Introduction

At the fourth TINGIWG plenary in Nairobi, October 2003 it was decided to create a
Standards Area of which one Task Group was to be entitled the GIS Map Production
Guidelines Task Group. This is the first report of that Task Group tabled for the fifth
LTNGIWG plenary in October 2004.

Obiectives

The aim of the Map Production Guidelines Working Group is to compile a set of standards
applicable to most mapping situations. Due to the vast range of products, types and uses, any
standards cannot be rigorous but should be considered as guidelines.It is the intent of the
Task Group to compile documentation that covers most generalized cartographicforms. It
will cover layout, content, marginal information, coloration, fonts, line types and symbology.
It is not intended to cover digital dkplays, only hardcopy products.

Task Manager

Rob Gray (LINMEE, DPKO)

List of Tasks

1) Compile copy of standards or guidelines currently in use throughout UN and other
mapping organizations.

2) Determine extent and scope of detail to be contained in documents.
3) Obtain input from group members and consensus on what should be included or

deleted.
4) Present final documents to Fifth IINGIWG.
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Activities completed:

FAO completed the standards document, "FAO Interdisciplinary Database: Spatial
Standards and Norms ". This is an extremely well detailed and laid out document covering
small scale mapping. It includes such detail as appropriate projections, data formats and
resolutions.

The document was circulated and some minor comments were received, particularly
regarding wording such as "acceptable error". These will be looked at in the near future and
agreement reached for any changes.

The DPKO Draft"Mapping Standards for Standard Topographic Line Map Series"
document was also circulated to members of the Task Group. This document is a little less
sophisticated than the FAO one and only deals with specifications for Topographic Line
Maps (TLM) at the scales of 1:250 000, 1:100 000 and 1:50 000. Having originated in
LINMEE there is a distinct bias to DPKO type products and requirements. NATO standards
were the basis of the specifications with additions having to be made to suit local conditions
and requirements.

While the DPKO TLM specification is a good start, it is felt that more effort needs to be
expended to improve the general quality of the document. There is also a need for input from
members outside DPKO to detail any specific representations that may be required in other
situations.

Upon request from Eric van Schijndel, an ESRI ATcGIS Style symbology set was sent to
him. Such a set includes all symbology, line styles, sizes and colouration. This should
eliminate the need for individual agencies to set up their own style sets and import directly
for application to standard mapping.

It was agreed by most members to maintain the FAO and DPKO as two separate documents.

To expand the range of comments on each of the documents they should be posted to the
I-INGIWG web site to allow greater access by others. The decision as to also posting the
FAO document would have to be made bv that orsanization.

Conclusions:

a

a

The two documents currently distributed should be maintained separately.
The DPKO document needs work to bring it up to standard. This includes input
required from other agencies.
Once the details of symbolo gy are agreed upon, an electronic copy of the symbol sets
is prepared for distribution to those wishing to use them. These will only be for
ATcGIS users.
Due to the nature of standards, in conjunction with the ever evolving needs and
requirements of not only mapping but the associated software, these documents
should not be accepted as completed. They should be continuously updated and
amended as required to accommodate such changes.
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Other standards need to be investigated including: electronic formats, Metadata for
Geospatial Products, Geospatial Data Management, Geospatial File Structures. This
should be looked at in conjunction with other Task Groups.
Investigate possibility of posting documents to UNGIWG website.

V. Task Group discussion summary and workplan tor 200F2005

I ntern ati on al bo u nd ari es

Task manaqer

H6ldne Bray (IINCS, DPKO)
Remark: Hdldne willbe on leave in the comins four months.

Obiectives

Provide a usable standard worldwide boundary, coastlines database within the IIN
community and possibly to a larger community.

Task to be done bv the UNGIWG

- all UNGIWG members to review the current version of the 1:1 million intemational
boundaries, coastlines and codes with feedback to the LINCS within four months.

- The Chair of UNGIWG should send a letter to the CEB to get advice from them regarding
the representation ofdisputed areas in order to speed up the process. The heads ofthe llN
organizations could also send the same request to the SG by letter.

UNGIWG recommendation

Start the process for the recognition of the page size global level template as a UNGIWG
recommendation.

Tasks and outcomes

- discuss the possibility of collaboration with IBRU for the continuity of the work
- provide web feature service for the coastlines of the intemational boundaries data set.
- release of the 1:5 and 1:10 millions international boundaries layers.
- it would be good to have a georeferenced version of the country level pdf files that are

posted on the LINCS web site by UNEP (end of April 2005).

Resources

These tasks will require additional resources in the LTNCS.
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Adm i nistrative bou ndaries (SALB)

Task manaqer

Steeve Ebener (WHO)

Obiectives

Create a redistributable Second Administrative Level Boundaries global data set (SALB) to
be used with the GIS technology completed by a database on historic changes.

Tasks to be done bv UNGIWG

- Have the institutions that need to answer a particular request to look first at the SALB web
site to see if this information is available and provide feedback if they found information or
datathat could complete SALB.

- UN agencies interested in the data (especially in the Geneva area) support with resources
the centre or network of expertise to accelerate the process.

- The TINGIWG recommendation to use the SALB codins scheme has to be made more
visible and applied.

UNGIWG recommendation

The use of the SALB coding scheme is a IINGIWG recommendation since the fourth plenary
meeting.

Tasks (for 2005 and 2006)

- Create a centre or network of expertise for the management of sub national data
(15 January 2005).

- January 2000 table for all the countries (June 2005).

All the following tasks to be achieved by October 2006:
- new contact round of the NMA to know if new changes have occurred in the countries;
- historic changes for all the countries;
- solve the copyright issue for the all the IIN member countries;
- more than 100 maps available online for January 2000;
- 50 maps representing the situation as observed in 2005;
- pursue the ISO TC2II route regarding the presentation of the SALB coding scheme.

Resources

The task manager has put forward a proposal for a project (setting a GIS centre or centre of
expertise) which will cost US$637 000 for two years (solution if only one centre is
considered). The participants have also requested an evaluation to be done to know the cost
to frnalize the complete data set for the end of 2006. The task manager will be taking the lead
in resource mobilization and welcome any assistance.
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Core Geo Database

Task manaqer

Ergin Ataman (FAO)

Obiectives

To prepare a global framework core data layers for the IIN systems, along the lines of the
International Boundaries and the SALB databases.

Recommendations to the Task Group

Priorities for existing databases (custodian/developer shown in parentheses)
o political boundaries, coastlines (IINCS), page-size country maps, SALB (WHO);
o population density rural/urban (LandScan/FAO);
o roads (pursue Vmapl);
o CIESIN population centres and extent of urban areas;
o human health infrastructure (names and coordinates) database (WHO).

New wish list
o disputed areas;
. areas of conflict (hotspots);
. resources in human health infrastructures (WHO to report);
o human health statistical database (WHO to report);
o land-use (FAO to report);
. power lines ( exists on Vmapl).

Tasks to be done bv UNGIWG

Same as above.

UNGIWG recommendation

Strongly pursue getting Vmap1.

Tasks (for 2005 and 2006)
. Map of human health infrastructure (names and coordinates) database (WHO);
o Contact NGA for obtaining Vmapl ( UNCS/FAO/WFP);
o Contact EarthSat for obtaining Surface water bodies dataset (LINGIWG Chair);
o UNHCR will distribute a list of hotspots.

Resources

LINCS, WHO, FAO will provide the resources.
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Remote sensrng

Task managers

Jean-Yves B ouchardy (LTNHCR)
Alain Retie r e I Einar Bj orgo (I-INOP S -LINITAR-I-INO SAT)

Obiectives

1. To provide LINGIWG members an overview of which organization has what type of very
high-resolution imagery over which areas.

2. To provide the IINGIWG members with satellite imagery purchasing agreements that
ensure easy ordering, rapid access and reduced cost to data.

3. To expand the range and objectives for the Charter to better comply with UN
requirements.

.Recommendation to the Task Group

- review lower resolution imagery sources for utility to IINGIWG.
'Iask 

to be performed bv UNGIWG

- write letter to NGA for release of SRTM 30m data over areas of priority (to be determined);
- consider the creation of a central imagery download service for IIN community, building on

existing metadata service hosted by IINOSAT (include Landsat and other medium
resolution data);

- better sharing of knowledge and information on latest dataset updates;
- consider provision of compressed versions of Landsat mosaic;
- pursue the expansion of the Charter use for the IIN community.

- consider using Imagery System Contract throughout LIN agencies for future purchases,
using the multi-agency licence option;

- populate with records the VHR imagery service.

,tasks
- continue the population of the high resolution images online catalogue;
- evaluate global Landsat mosaic for accuracy considering already existing assessments and

reports;
- investigate UN duplication in previous VHR imagery purchases finding why this happen.

@urces

llesources will be provided by IINOSAT for the accomplishment of some of these tasks.
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I ntero pe ra b I e services

Task manaqers

Mike Wilson (I-INEP)
Jeroen Ticheler (FAO)

Obiectives

The Interoperability Services Task Group works on improving access to and interactive use
of spatial data to enhance data sharing and support decision-making through intemational
standards and specifi cations.

Tasks to be done bv UNGIWG

Start looking at the issues of copyright and intellectual property (not necessarily in the
context of this Task Group).

UNGIWG recommendation

Recognizing the Draft ISO template for the UN spatial metadata version 1.0 as a UNGIWG
recommendation (the request for comments step has already taken place these past two years).

Tasks

- Discover what services we have (standard based service catalogue);
- provide or access to good reference documents;
- implementation of a IINGIWG Metadata profile;
- to start review of requirement for feature level metadata.

Resources

None specified.
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GIS map production guidelines

Task manaqer

Rob Gray (UNMEE, DPKO)

Obiectives

The aim of the Map Production Guidelines Working Group is to compile a set of standards
applicable to most mapping situations. Due to the vast range of products, types and uses, any
standards cannot be rigorous but should be considered as guidelines. It is the intent of the
Task Group to compile documentation that covers most generalized cartographic forms. It
will cover layout, content, marginal information, coloration, fonts, line types and symbology.
It is not intended to cover digital displays, only hardcopy products.

Recommendations to the Task Group

Combine the current documents into one generic document with two annexes covering large
and small scales.

Task to be done bv UNGIWG

Adopt the process for the recognition, publication and application of the recommendation
that comes out from the annual plenary meetings including the following steps:

- request for comments;
- candidate recommendation;
- adopted recommendation.

Make the documents produce by UNGIWG more visible and accessible to the UN community.

UNGIWG recommendation

Start the process for recognizing a sub set of the norrns listed in the UNGIWG Map
production guidelines as UNGIWG recommendations (see Annex VII).

Tasks

30 Nov. 04 - Publish single document on UNGIWG website with request for comments:
. Comments from LINGIWG members and others;
' Ongoing discussion between LINGIWG members as to pertinence of suggestions.

28 Feb. 05 - Include comments, suggestions, additions and deletions into version 2.
01 Apr. 05 - Release as guidelines.

Ongoing - continuous monitoring and update with amendment notes.
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List of acronymsvt.
CEB
CODI
CRIS
CTBTO
DEPHA
DIS
DPI
EU
FAO
FGGD
GIS
GSDI
GSSN
HIS
ICAO
IOM
ISCGM
ISO
ITCY UN
MONUC
NATO
NMA
OCHA
OGC
OLA
ONUB
SALB
ToRs
UN/DPKO
LIN/HQ
LIN/OOSA
LINAIDS
LINAMSIL
UNCS
LINDP
LINECA
LNECE
LINEP
LINESCO
LTNFPA
TINGEGN
L]N-HABITAT
LINHCR
UNICEF
LTNITAR
L]NMEE
LINMOVIC
LINODC
LINOPS
WFP
wHo

Chief Executive Board
Committee on Development Information
Country Response Information System
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization
Data Exchange Platform for the Horn of Africa
Development Information Service
Department of Public Information
European Union
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Food Insecurity and Vulnerability Information and Mapping System Global GIS Database
Geographic Information System
Global Special Data Infrastructure
Global Navigation Satellite System
Humanitarian Information Service
International Civil Aviation Organization, Montreal
International Organization for Migration
International Steering Committee for Global Mapping
International Standard Organization
International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia
United Nations Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
National Mapping Agencies
United Nations Offrce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
Open Geospatial Consortium
Office of Legal Affairs
Op6ration des Nations Unies au Burundi
Second Administrative Level Boundaries
Terms of reference
United Nations,
United Nations, New York
United Nations Office for Outer Space AfTairs
The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
United Nations Mission in Sierra Leone, Freetown
UN Cartographic Section
United Nations for Development Programme
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
United Nations Population Fund
United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names
United Nations Human Settlements Programmes
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
United Nations Children's Fund
United Nations Institute for Training and Research
United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea Organization
United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection Commission
United Nations Office on Drug and Crime
United Nations Office for Project Services
World Food Programme
World Health Organization
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Vll .  Sub set of the norms
guidel ines that could

listed in the UNGIWG map production
be considered as a recommendation

Argument Proposition of Standards

I\/ap Scales Datasets for distribution should be suitable for displays analysis at four map scales

1 : '1 ,000,000;  1:5,000,000;  1:10,000,000 and 1:40,000,000

l / in imum Mapping Uni ts Given according to map scale ( may need to be chosen in conjunction with the
raster cell size):

Scale 1:1,000,000:

Scale 1:5,000,000:

Scale 1:10,000,000:

Scale 1:40,000,000:

4Km2

1 00Km2

4OOKm2

6,400Km2

Cell-size for raster data (at
tlhe equator)

Given according to map scale

Scale 1 :1 ,000,000:

or (approx. 9000m)

Scale 1:5,000,000:

or ( approx. 900m)

Scale 1 :10,000,000:

( approx. 100m) 3 arc-second

30 arc-second

(approx 9000m) 5 arc-minute

30 arc-second

(approx 9000m) 5 arc-minute

It/ap projection World: Mollweide (preferred) or Flat Polar Quartic

North America:

South America:

Europe:

Africa:

Asia:

Australia:

Antarctica:

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 50N, 100W)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 15N, 60W)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 55N, 20E)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 5N, 20E)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 45N, 100E)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in 155, 135E)

Lambert Azimuthal (center in South Pole)

National level datasets: Lambert Conformal Conic or Albers Eoual Area Conic

Sub-National Level datasets: Universal Transverse Mercator (UfM\ comment to be
added for in betvveen regions maps.

Datum WGS84

Sipheroid IAG-GRS8O

Argument Other $u ggested Standards

Florizontal accuracy Maximum allowable error according to map scale:

Scale 1:1,000,000:

Scale 1:5,000,000:

Scale 1:10,000,000:

Scale 1:40,000,000:

600m

3,000m

6,000m

24,000m
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